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annie & mac ś adventures is 
a publication from uppsala 

monitoring centre

lord fake
strikes again!
the evil mastermind of fake medicines 

has returned. will team safe meds  
be able to stop him?
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team  
safe meds

Team 
Safe meds

Lord fake
and the bad pills
Lord fake
and the bad pills

annieannie stephenstephenaishaaisha the bad pillsThe bad pills

macmac

lord fakelord fake
Our heroine. Helps people 
to be safe around medicines. 
Enjoys biking, TV games,  
reading, running, climbing, 
singing, knitting, and a 
good curry. Family: mum, 
dad, older brother. 
Best friend: Mac, her pet 
hummingbird.

Possibly the largest squirrel in 
the world. Good swimmer, big teeth. 
Favourite ice cream flavour: zebra 
swirl.

Short for “Mach One”. A hummingbird. Fast 
flyer. Favourite hobby: inventing cool moves 
to knock out bad guys (should he meet one), 
such as “The Fearful Flutter” and “The Dive 
of Death”.

hamadhamad
Regional Rubik’s Cube 
champion since he was 
four. Enjoys outdoors 
activities (if they’re on 
TV). Wishes he was a bit 
taller.  

Started his career when he was 
five, by selling fake candy (cherry 
stones in mud balls). Has since made 
a fortune by selling fake medicines. 
His medicines have poisoned 12,395,344 
people (and counting). Bad breath. 
Shoe size: 55. Keeps a pet crocodile
— Stephen — disguised as a squirrel.

Hamad’s twin sister. Elite 
gymnast. Her dad says 
she has “a heart of gold, 
and a will of steel”. Plays 
the piano and speaks five 
languages.

Bad guys, bad news, bad medicine. This 
crew will cook up (and sell) the  
foulest fake medicine to make a buck.

isaacisaac
Wants to be a scientist, 
just like his Mum. A skilled 
basketball player (with 
a secret passion for 
knitting). Annie’s friend 
since kindergarten. 
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in this issuein this issue
lord fake
strikes again!
lord fake
strikes again!
the evil mastermind of fake medicines has  
returned. will team safe meds be able to stop him?

lord fake
strikes again

lord fake
strikes again

annie and mac in:annie and mac in:

work on your fake- 
meds spotting skills!
work on your fake- 
meds spotting skills!
it takes a keen eye to spot fake medicines. safety 
tips from annie and amazingly awesome activities!

annieś medicines 
safety facts
annieś medicines
safety facts
what ś a side effect? and what do you do if you get 
one? annie talks us through the basics (and gets on 
her family ś nerves).

coming soon ...coming soon ...
Coming in the next issue ...
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fake-meds 
spotting skills

fake-Meds 
spotting skills

work on your work on your



The evil lord fake has hidden his fake
medicines throughout the entire comic. 
Help annie and mac find all the fake 
medicines and clean up lord fake’s act!
Each page has a fake medicine hidden on it!

lord fake and stephen both need a bit of colour. 
and while you’re at it: lord fake would also like a fake beard, 

and stephen a big cone of zebra swirl ice cream.

colour me!colour me!
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Lord fake is even falsifying his own 
photos. can you spot all 20 differences 
between these two images?

spot the 
difference!

mac is having a weird dream (too much 
pineapple juice before bedtime). help him 
find annie, lord fake and stephen the 
crocodile so he can wake up!

spot the 
difference!

help
   mac!
help
   mac!
help
   mac!

spot the 
difference!
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what is a 
side effect?

what is a
side effect?

annie’s medicines safety factsannie’s medicines safety facts
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editor-in-chief: Paula alvarado, text: fredrik BROUNÉUS
illustrations: paul crumpacker, tomas paulsson

this comic is produced by uppsala monitoring centre (umc). umc is a non-profit foundation (we do not 
sell things to make money). we do research and keep an eye on how medicines are used. by working 
with different teams around the world, we help people make good and safe decisions about which 
medicines to use, and how to use them. and we have been doing this for for more than 40 years. our  
goal is a world where everyone - patients, doctors, nurses, pharmacists - make wise decisions in 
their use of medicines. this comic is the first in a series that will explore and explain important
medicines safety issues. we hope you enjoy it!

*Take & tell is a campaign toolkit developed by umc, encouraging a safer use of medicines. 
the campaign has several catchy songs, all available at www.takeandtell.org

we need help taking annie & mac around the world. Please contact us if you’d like to help out: 
info@who-umc.org  www.who-umc.org
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coming up in the next issue:

who is the mysterious woman in the lab coat?

and what is the micromizertm (the 
new and completely safe version 

that doesn’t boil your brain) ?

read on as annie and mac take on one 
of the greatest threats to mankind!

coming up in the next issue:


